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Abstract-The electric power system is a vast, complex and uncertain system due to the presence 

of many electrical equipment like relays, conductor and sources as well as mechanical equipment 

like generator, motor etc. Besides the presence of this equipment the transmission line is long 

and comprises of inductance, capacitance, resistance and conductance. So any abnormality in the 

power system anywhere causes the performance of each and every equipment and hence the 

entire power system’s gets disturbed. For minor disturbances like switching, faults, load 

variation etc. The system is inbuilt to resist the change in the system performance. But surges are 

high magnitude voltage spikes which when impressed on the line makes the system not only gets 

affected adversely but also lead the system to damage. So this paper presents method of 

protecting the system from these surges. The method here uses series compensation along with 

the surge protection equipment to obtain better result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are several instances when the elements of a power system (e.g. generators, 

transformers, transmission lines, insulators etc.) are subjected to overvoltages i.e. voltages 

greater than the normal value. These overvoltages on the power system may be caused due to 

many reasons such as lightning, the opening of a circuit breaker, the grounding of a conductor 

etc. Most of the overvoltages are not of large magnitude. But may still be important because of 

their effect on the performance of circuit interrupting equipment and protective devices. An 

appreciable number of these overvoltages are of sufficient magnitude to cause insulation 

breakdown of the equipment in the power system. Therefore, power system engineers always 

device ways and means to limit the magnitude of the overvoltages produced and to control their 

effects on the operating equipment. In this thesis we shall confine our attention to the various 

causes of overvoltages on the power system with special emphasis on the protective devices used 

for the purpose.  

A surge is a random, short burst of excess electrical energy to a system. It is typically 

measured in \micro & milli-seconds. Also referred to as a transient, impulse or spike, these 

electrical disturbances can damage or even destroy sensitive microprocessor-based equipment. 
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Surge protection devices are designed to reduce the amount of harmful energy that flows into a 

system. 80% of transients are generated from internal sources such as load switching, motors 

starting up or even turning on air conditioning systems. The other 20% of transients are typically 

generated from external sources such as lightning strikes & power company grid switching. Like 

it or not, most electrical systems are subjected to some level of transients. A device designed to 

protect electrical equipment from power surges & voltage spikes is called surge protective 

device. 

Varistors, variable resistors, are voltage-dependent resistors with bidirectional and 

symmetrical V/I characteristics. Metal Oxide Varistors, MOV, are primarily made of Zinc Oxide 

and some suitable additives. When varistors are exposed to over voltage transient or surge, the 

varistors switch from standby state(nearly open circuits) to clamping state (highly conductive 

state). The major function is to protect equipment from being damaged by over voltage transient. 

At leakage region, the V-I curve shows a linear relationship. The varistor is in high resistance 

mode and shows as an open circuit. In normal operation, the V-I curve of a varistor can be 

described by power law: 

I=KVa 

Where, K is a constant and defines the degree of nonlinearity. At high current, the varistor is in 

low resistance. 

II. SURGES 

 Surge Voltage 

Surge voltage is defined as when a sudden increase value occurs in line for a very short 

duration in power system is called a transient voltage or surge voltage. Surge has a temporary 

nature which remains for a very short duration (few hundred micro second) and the produced 

overvoltage. Its originate from switching. Transient are caused by lightning strikes a 

transmission line. When lightning strikes a line surge rushes along a line and flood of water 

along a narrow valley. Internal overvoltage caused in a system itself and may be transient, 

dynamic or stationary. They can be caused by the operation of circuit breakers when switching 

inductive or capacitive load. Dynamic overvoltages occur at normal frequency and persist only 

for a few second. It cause by large portion of load is suddenly thrown off. Stationary over 

voltages also occur at system frequency but it may persist for some time perhaps. 

External overvoltage caused by atmospheric discharges such as static charges or lightning 

strokes and related to system. They are often of such magnitude as to cause stress on insulation 

and in case of lightning will vary in intensity depending on how directly line is struck. 

CAUSES OF OVERVOLTAGE: 

(i) Internal Cause 

(ii) External Cause 

INTERNAL CAUSES OF OVERVOLTAGES 

Internal overvoltage arise during sudden change in operating condition of installation as for 

example switch in, switch out or sudden change in load, opening a circuit with large inductance 
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or capacitance, interruption of short circuit current, appearance of an arc fault between one phase 

and earth . 

Switching Surges Overvoltage produce on the power system due to switching operation is known 

as switching surge. Case of an open line, during switching operation of unloaded line travelling 

waves is set up which produce overvoltage. When unloaded line is connected to voltage source a 

voltage wave is set up which travels along the line. On reaching the terminal point it is reflected 

back to supply end without change of sign. This cause voltage on line becomes twice the normal 

value. Case of loaded line, overvoltage voltage also is produce during the switching operation of 

loaded line. Suppose line is suddenly interrupted this will set up voltage of 2Zi across the switch 

where I be the instantaneous value of current at time opening of line and Z be natural 

impendence. Current chopping it is used in production of high voltage transient across the 

contact of air blast circuit breaker. When transformer magnetizing current with air blast breaker 

the powerful de ionizing effect of air blast causes current to fall abruptly to zero well before 

natural current zero is reached. Arcing ground the phenomena of intermittent arc taking place in 

line to ground fault of 3 phase system with consequent production of transient .It has two 

advantages such as  

(1)In case of LG fault line is not put out of action 

(2)Zero sequence current is eliminated resulting in decrease of interference with communication 

line. 

 

EXTERNAL CAUSE 

LIGHTNING 

An electric discharge between cloud and earth, between clouds or between the charges center of 

same cloud .Lightning is huge spark and take place when clouds are charged to such high 

potential with respect to earth. The most accepted one is that during the up rush of warm moist 

air from earth, the friction between air and tiny particle of water cause building up of charges. 

When drop of water are formed the larger drop becomes positively charged and smaller drop 

becomes negatively charged. When the drops of water accumulate they form cloud and hence 

cloud may possess either positive or negative charge depending upon charge of drop of water 

they contain. The charge on a cloud may become so great that it may discharge to another cloud 

or earth we call this discharge as lightning. Clouds are basically depend on the positive and 

negative charges and each positive and negative charge are joined to each other and produced the 

lightning phenomena and surges and lightning are damage the equipment in generation and 

transmission system and generate the losses in transmission line. These are the serious problem 

in our practical life and generate the losses and damage the protective device. Clouds are 

produced activity from the direct and indirect strokes which depend on the positive and negative 

charges. 

Mechanism of Lightning Discharge 

This mechanism is depend on the positive and negative charge cloud and produced the surge 

phenomena and produced the surges which due to losses are generate in transmission and 

generation system as well as performance are very effected of equipment. When the warm air is 
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produced from the sea then the warm air reach in the sky then the cloud are formed which has a 

negative and positive charge and joined together each other. Due to this voltage gradient value 

are effected between the cloud and earth. As soon as air near cloud breaks down a streamer 

called pilot streamer starts from the cloud towards the earth and carries charge with it. In this 

phenomena cloud increase and the potential between earth and cloud increase as well as gradient 

in air increase. When the gradient value between 5kv/cm to 10kv/cm then the lightning strokes 

start. This mechanism is depends these points. Lightning discharge is formed by the cloud and 

clouds have a positive and negative charges which due to the surge are generate in earth. Clouds 

are made by the warm air which are generate from the ocean. Due to this gradient value are 

effected of both earth and clouds and main work of the clouds pairing with each other and then 

generate the surge. When the clouds are paired each other than lightning and sound are generate 

and then firstly reach till the earth is lightning and then come the sound which reach till the earth 

after the lightning. These mechanisms are fully depending on the positive and negative charge 

clouds and also depend on warm air. When the air near the cloud breaks down streamer called 

pilot streamer. It depends on the ionization and the insulation. When the streamer reaches near 

the earth then the streamer is called return streamer. Lightning discharge is basically depending 

on the number of separate strokes and which travel down the same path. Lightning discharge is 

found the 87% from the negative charge while the 13% from the positive charges. It has been 

predictable value that throughout world there occurs 100 lightning stroke per second. Current 

range value of the discharge current 10KA to 90KA. This discharge made up of a number of 

separate strokes that travel down the same path. The interval value lies between .0005 to 0.5 

second. Velocity of leader exceeds one sixth of that of light and value of distance travelled in one 

step is about 50m. The paths of pilot streamer depend on the ionization and complete breakdown 

of insulation. These phenomena generate from a sudden spark which is called lightning. Impulse 

ratio of lightning arrester is very low. 

Types of Lightning Strokes 

Basically two types of lightning strokes which falls down at the line such as overhead line, 

towers, substation etc. These are given below: 

Direct stroke 

In this stroke equipment and line are affected by the direct stroke and this generate from the 

clouds. Clouds have a positive and negative charge and which make a paired with each other and 

then surges and lightning are produced in earth and overhead line is affected. In case two clouds 

are joined each other and then charge produced and firstly surge produce and then lightning is 

generate. A direct stroke is directly falls over the overhead line and then losses are generated and 

electrical equipment is damage. 

Indirect Stroke 

Indirect stroke is depending on the cloud and overhead line and produced the surges and losses 

are generating in transmission system. In case of this stroke a positive charge cloud is above the 

overhead line then negative charge are produce according the principle of electrostatic induction. 

Due to this stroke surges and lightning are produced above the line and losses are generated. 
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Harmful Effects of Lightning 

A direct or indirect lightning stroke on a transmission line produces a steep-fronted voltage wave 

on the line. The voltage of this wave may rise from zero to peak value (perhaps 2000 kV) in 

about 1 μs and decay to half the peak value in about 5μs. Such a steep-fronted voltage wave will 

initiate travelling waves along the line in both directions with the velocity dependent upon the L 

and Cparameters of the line. 

 (1)The travelling waves produced due to lightning surges will shatter the insulators and may 

even wreck poles. 

(2) If the travelling waves produced due to lightning strike the windings of a transformer or 

generator, it may cause considerable damage. 

(3) The inductance of the windings opposes any sudden passage of electric charge through it. 

Therefore, the electric charges “piles up” against the transformer (or generator). This induces 

such an excessive pressure between the windings that insulation may breakdown, resulting in the 

production of arc. While the normal voltage between the turns is never enough to startan arc, 

once the insulation has broken down and an arc has been started by a momentary overvoltage, 

the line voltage is usually sufficient to maintain the arc long enough to severely damage the 

machine. 

(4)  If the arc is initiated in any part of the power system by the lightning stroke, this arc will set 

up very disturbing oscillations in the line.  

Protection against Lightning 

Surges on the power system may create from switch and from other causes but the most 

important and dangerous surges are those caused by lightning. The lightning surges may cause 

serious damage to the expensive equipment in the power system (e.g. generators, transformers 

etc.) either by direct strokes on the equipment or by strokes on the transmission lines that reach 

the equipment as travelling waves. It is necessary to provide protection against both kinds of 

surges. The most commonly used devices for protection against lightning surges are: 

 

(i) Earthing screen 

(ii) Overhead ground wires 

(iii) Lightning arrester 

 

The Earthing Screen 

The power stations and sub-stations generally house expensive equipment. These stations can be 

protected against direct lightning strikes by providing ear thing screen. It consists of a network of 

copper conductors (generally called shield or screen) mounted all over the electrical equipment 

in the sub-station or power station. The shield is properly connected to earth on at least two 

points through low impedance. On the occurrence of direct stroke on the station, screen provides 

a low resistance path by which lightning surges are conducted to ground. In this way, station 

equipment is protected against damage. The limitation of this method is that it does not provide 

protection against the travelling waves which may reach the equipment in the station. 
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Overhead Ground Wires 

The most effective method of providing protection to transmission lines against direct lightning 

strokes is by the use of overhead ground wires. The ground wires are placed abovethe line 

conductors at such positions that practically all lightning strokes are intercepted by them (i.e. 

ground wires). The ground wires are grounded at each tower or pole through as low resistance. 

When the direct lightning strike occurs on the transmission line, it will be taken up by the ground 

wires. The heavy lightning current (10 kA to 50 kA) from the ground wire flows to the ground, 

thus protecting the line from the harmful effects of lightning. Here that the degree of protection 

provided by the ground wires depends upon the footing resistance of the tower. Suppose, for 

example, tower-footing resistance is R1 ohms and that the lightning current from tower to ground 

is I1 amperes. Then the tower rises to a potential Vtgiven by; 

Vt= I1R1 

Since Vt(= I1R1) is the approximate voltage between tower and line conductor, this is also the 

voltage that will appear across the string of insulators. If the value of Vtis less than that required 

to cause insulator flashover, no trouble results. On the other hand, if Vtis excessive, the insulator 

flashover may occur. Since the value of Vtdepends upon tower-footing resistance R1, the value of 

this resistance must be kept as low as possible to avoid insulator flashover. 

III. SIMULATION 

 

Fig 1: Simulation of Protection scheme 

Simulation Procedure 

(1)Disconnect the three phase fault block and reconnect it such that fault is applied on bus 2. 

(2)Open the three phase fault block and select phase A, B and phase C and ground fault. 

(3)Set the transition times 2/60 and 5/60. Set the transition status as zero/1. It means we have 

programmed three phase to ground fault applied at t = 2 second. 
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(4)Open the CB1 and CB2 block make the following modification 

 

Switching of Phase A Not selected 

Switching of Phase B Not selected 

Switching of Phase C Not selected 

 

This means CB are not switched at any mode. 

(1)Select scope and place it on our simulation so that we can observe phase A voltage clearly on 

that scope. 

(2)We should to add the block for flux and magnetization current of transformer connect at bus 2 

for this purpose .We should to copy multimeter block from measurement library into our model. 

Open the transformer block in the measurement list flux and magnetization current open 

multimeter block and verify that we are having six signal available or not. Select flux and 

magnetization current at phase A and click ok. 

(3)Now we are having two signal are available the output of multimeter block using the 

demultiplexer block send the two signal to a two trace scope. 

(4)In this simulation select mode configuration parameters dialogue block, set stop time 0.5. 

(5)This makes us to observe the expected low frequency modes (9Hz). 

(6)Start the simulation and observe the waveform. 

Observation: 

(1)9Hz sub synchronous mode excited at fault is clearly seen on phase A voltage at bus B2 

(trace1) and capacitor voltage (trace 3). 

(2)9Hz component at bus2 drives the transformer into saturation as shown on transformer 

magnetizing current (trace 5). 

(3)Flux in phase A of transformer is plotted on trace 4.At fault voltage at the transformer drop 

zero flux will become constant during the fault. 

(4)At the fault clearing when voltage recovers the transformer is driven into saturation as result 

of the flux offset created by 60Hz and 9Hz voltage component. 

(5)The pulse of transformer magnetizing current appears when flux exceed it saturation level. 

This current contains 60Hz reactive component modulated at 9Hz. 
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IV. RESULTS 

WITH SURGE  

In case of surge arrester uses we are concentrating the high voltage surge to ground with the used 

of capacitor .So finite voltage value of very high magnitude will be observed across the 

Capacitor.  But in case of use of surge arrester energy will not be zero as capacitor voltage is not 

equal to zero. When any surge is impressed on the line the enter equipment (equipment of low 

impendence) gets effected due to the high voltage magnitude (short circuit current).So we need 

to protect these equipment from the short circuit current .The circuit breaker used here makes the 

remaining parts of the circuit which will not take an active part in clearing the surge isolated. 

 

Fig 4.2 waveform for Vabc at bus B1 with respect to time 

 

 

Fig 4.3 for Iabc at bus B1 

 

Fig 4.4 Waveform for Vabc at bus B2 
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Fig 4.5  for Iabc at bus B2 

 

Fig 4.6 for fault current Iabc 

 

Fig 4.7 for Va Cs 

 

Fig 4.8 for arrester current 
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Fig 4.9 for energy level value 

WITHOUT SURGE 

As voltage is zero across the capacitor without surge arrester uses, the energy is also zero 

(E=vit). 

 

Fig 4.10 waveform for Vabc at bus B1 

 

Fig 4.11 For Iabc at bus B1 

 

Fig 4.12 for Vabc at bus B2 
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Fig 4.13 for Iabc at bus B2 

 
Fig 4.14 for fault current Iabc 

 
Fig 4.15 for Va across capacitor 

 
Fig 4.16 for arrester current in without arrester case 
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Fig 4.17 for energy in without arrester 

V. CONCLUSION 

By observing the simulation result done by taking into account the model comprising of surge 

protector and the model without surge arrester. It can be concluded that the system is regaining. 

Its previous ability is more with surge arrester. The system can be made safer, efficient and 

reliable by using this surge protection technique. As proved by simulation results.This technique 

is used to protect the electrical equipment and transmission line from the surges by the use of 

series compensation. Series compensation is mostly used for increase stability and transmission 

capability but reduced the losses in line. This technique is very expensive. 
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